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Kenny Titus is a teenage poet and started writing at the age of 13...She loves
nature and photography...
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A Poem Just For My Edward
 
Hey Edward, as you come in to my sight
My heart starts to go on a flight..
You make me feel delighted with your presence
It gives my life an happy essence..
 
Whenever you come around you make me feel okay
And I wonder we could sing together in a karaoke..
But the distance parts us away though
And I'm happy that we are still in touch although..
 
I wish we could hangout together
But I wish the most our friendship lasts forever..
I always wished to come to Italy just for the Italian delicacies
But now I have got an Italian friend to share some intimacies..
 
I wish my dreams come true where you are near
When the words we spoke only we could hear..
We are so far but I don't know dear
Whatever it is our hearts are still so near..
 
Kenny Titus
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Finding Me In The Shells
 
I want no one to believe what I show
And no one to believe the masks I wear
I really want some one to knock at my door
And rip off the masks from my face, which i fear...
 
It takes me so long to the mixing up
So why cant you help me, if it costs nothing at all
It would be nice if you push me in the sky and up
So that, I will not be the only one to free fall...
 
Please help me to get out of my shells oh dear
It would be so cool, 'cause I can't do myself
Please give me a hand, 'cause it hurts which I can't bear
It feels so good, but I feel so naked without the shells I bounded my self...
 
Kenny Titus
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Just A Li'L Crush...
 
I would be so glad if you just had a glance at me once
But it was just the matter of a crush's fragrance...
It feels so good admiring you all the time
While doing so my soul starts to chime...
 
I know it all seems so stupid
But its about all the conspiracies of the stupid cupid...
You are the one who's always there in my mind
When you are around my heartbeat starts to climb...
 
Then softly my heart whispers, Its just a crush
And I suddenly stop with my hairbrush...
I think so hard about it but then I carry on still
'cause I wonder you might be waiting for me behind the windmill...
 
I always pray that the silly cupid aims an arrow at you for me
And you'd just kneel down in front of me and wait for me to agree...
Baby I am waiting for this moment to happen
Then I see you smiling at me and my heart starts to dampen...
 
Then I see you coming towards me for sure
You were still smiling at me to assure...
Then you came and asked for my physics notebook
That made me give you a startled look...
 
Then I asked you to pardon
But it was just a question so common...
I told myself it was just a crush ya know
Then I said to my mind I'll give a try myself to this li'l cute dumbo...
 
Kenny Titus
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Our Desire
 
You are the only one I desire
My heart says you are the one I require..
When I'm not with you, I feel so hollow
I feel like I should observe your foot steps to follow..
 
When you touch me, I feel like I'm on top of the world
And when you caress my hair slightly curled..
When I feel you with my every pore
Its the best feeling I can never ignore..
 
I can feel your warmth all over me
Its so hard to resist you know baby..
I can never feel this way anywhere
As it can be felt when I'm with you everywhere..
 
I know you like it with me so much
As we both love each other's simple touch..
Its such a lovely to have this pleasure for which we crave
For which I would love to be your slave..
 
Kenny Titus
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Our Hearts Will Be Forever United(A Poem About Me
And Edward) ...
 
The ocean parts us away
I wonder all this day to sway...
How can we stay in touch forever
Then I thought our hearts are so clever...
 
Then, a thought came in my mind,
Our hearts will be forever united
Which makes me feel so exited...
 
But I still miss you so much as its natural
I wish for something to work supernatural...
Which could blow away this feeling
And give my heart some rest for heeling...
 
Then, again I thought,
Our hearts will be forver united
And this makes me feel so exited...
 
As the wind blows through the grassy lands
I imagine us holding each other's hands...
I still think why can't Kenny and Edward be together
When the people creating conflicts can gather...
 
Then again the thought arrived,
Our hearts will be forever united
And this makes me feel so exited...
 
Kenny Titus
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Wind That Just Blew For You...
 
As I Rake the leaves
I see you going with an ease..
Can't you see what i just felt
When you broke my heart in that grass belt..
 
Don't you see me heartbroken when i kneel
But why would you care looking besides your heel..
'cause you never felt for me the way that i felt
Its the only reason why you did'nt even melt..
 
I'll have to learn to live in the world so real
And leave all the fantasies that i used to feel..
You won't even notice this poem was for you
But only feel as it was the usual wind that just blew..
 
Kenny Titus
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With Every Move I Die
 
Here I'm writing again alone..
In my room so cold making me tremble to my bone..
The feeling i get with this cold wind..
Is so hard for me to get rid..
Is it supposed to be me?
Coz its difficult is what i see..
The water is at its brink..
Its so hard and freezed for me to drink..
Don't know till when i need to take this on..
I feel my breath already gone..
This needs to end soon..
Or it won't be a happy ending boon..
As i sit down at a corner..
In my eyes those were tears that felt warmer..
I'm struggling to make through the night..
There's no one i know who comes in my sight..
Everything is dark and dingy around..
I feel myself forever bound..
I'm mocked by the passing dark figures as i lie..
I feel like with every move i die..
 
Kenny Titus
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